


NFC s�ckers are applied behind the appropriate artwork or 

product, and can be read through the material (provided it isn’t 

metal) by a phone with an NFC chip. Most modern smartphones 

are NFC enabled, though we s�ll recommend using QR codes as 

a fallback for those which don’t.

The user will need to have NFC enabled in their se�ngs (most 

handsets have it on now as default) at which point they only 

have to tap the appropriate loca�on, and are prompted to visit 

the associated content.

How to use NFC



Does it require 
wifi or power?
Does it require power?

NFC chips are passive technology, meaning they themselves do 

not require a consistent power source. The ac�ve technology 

(in this case the user’s smartphone) powers the tag through 

induc�on when it comes within proximity. This means you only 

need to account for the tag when placing the technology.

Does the NFC tag require WiFi?

The smartphone will require an ac�ve connec�on to the 

internet to pull down the appropriate data. This can either be 

via WiFi or their network provider. This does mean however, 

that you should only use NFC in a loca�on that has network or 

wifi coverage, with the ability for the user to access either.

Data Request

The smartphone powers

the tag through induction.

While powered, the short

url on the tag can be received

url Received

example.comexample.com



NFC chip options
We have a number of NFC solutions, but we encourage 

the use of one of two primary form factors.

Our bullseye tags are best used behind your artwork: they have the 

best readability and a large footprint that covers a larger area of print, 

reducing issues with tapping.

Our smaller thyg tag is best used for the front of your artwork, since it 

has an associated QR printed onto it, thus allevia�ng the need for 

dynamic print on your artwork. This removes the logis�cal challenge of 

marrying NFC and QR codes to the correct experiences, and does not 

have any special pre-requisites from your exis�ng print produc�on. Bullseye Tag
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Front of Graphic

Behind Graphic

Consumer Facing Hidden



Max range 10cm

Optimal 2-4cm

Read Range
There is an optimal range for the tag to read, and you 

have to take this into consideration when looking at 

what material you will be applying it behind.

We recommend an op�mal distance of 2-4cm, and so do not 

recommend pu�ng them on the inside of window displays, or anything 

which might impede this read range. The maximum range that a tag can 

be read is 10cm but we do not recommend using this as a standard, as 

this is heavily dependant on the quality of the handset, as well as many 

other external factors.

That is why we recommend you adhere to 2-4cm to ensure a 

consistent experience for users of any handset.



What can 
interact?

What Smartphones can interact?

Most modern smartphones can interact with NFC tags. 

All Android smartphones have NFC. 

iOS Android

Require an App

iPhone 5SE

iPhone 6

iPhone 6(+)

iPhone 6S(+)

iPhone 7(+)

iPhone 8 (+)

iPhone X

Doesn’t require an App

iPhone XR

iPhone XS(Max)

iPhone 11 (Pro/Max)

Google

Samsung Galaxy (S4-S9+)

Pixel (2,3,4,5 inc XL)

Google Nexus (LG)

HTC

HTC One (M8-Desire Pro)

HTC U(11, 12, 12+)

Huawei

P10 (Plus/Lite)

P20 (Plus/Lite)

Sony

Xperia (XZ1-XA2)

Motorola

Moto (E4/E5/G6/X4/Z3)

Nokia

3.1-8

Android 

All Android smartphones have NFC, just make sure the 
function is turned on in settings. 

Go to Settings < Connected Devices < Connection 
Preferences < Turn on NFC 

iPhone

iPhones XR and above all have NFC and it can’t be turned 
off (a step you don’t need to remember!) 

iPhones 7,8 and X with iOS11 installed will also have NFC. 

Require iOS11

All latest smartphones can 
scan NFC 

Android phones like Apple, 
Samsung, Sony, Motorola 
and Huawei have had NFC 
capabilities since 2012. 

Limited handsets with NFC:
LG
Xiaomi 
Alcatel
Oppo

Reach billions of people with NFC

There are over 2 billion NFC enabled devices across the 
world and this figure will continue to grow.



Stickers on Material
Can I use my sticker on metal?

Metal can interfere with receiving the data from the chip, 

however there is a solu�on. If you require a tag to be placed 

on metal, you will need to use either our ferrite backed NFC 

chip s�ckers, or apply the ferrite yourself. This should be 

placed inbetween the tag and the metal material, and prevents 

the metal from interfering with the signal from the chip.

Can my sticker read through glass?

This is en�rely dependant on the thickness of the glass, it is 

best to refer to the read range on how to determine whether it 

will be readable or not. Since most window displays in retail 

are double pane, it is unlikely it will read a tag stuck on the 

inside of a display.

Ferrite Backing

Metal Surface



Treating your sticker

Can I laminate my sticker?

We cannot guarantee that heated lamina�on of a tag will not damage the chip and so do not 

recommend it. However you can place a vinyl over a s�cker, or any adhesive covering a�er 

placement to much the same effect, making it tamper proof and weatherproof. Consider a 

clear vinyl for front s�ckers if this is a concern, or using the bullseye NFC chip behind, using 

the print itself as tamper/weather proofing.

Are NFC stickers Weatherproof? Can they be used outside?

We have op�onal washproof tags that are more durable than our NFC s�cker products since 

they are encased in a hard PVC housing. These are perfect for situa�ons which require a long 

service. However, uncovered NFC tags will last a reasonable period of �me at a more 

disposeable cost if you are only looking for a few weeks of service outside. Op�onally, a tag 

sealed underneath print will last singnificantly longer.

Can I overlay tags on each other?

No, overlayed tags will intefere with one another and effec�vely cancel out both. For this 

reason, ensure enough distance between the placement of adjacent tags.

Looking for washproof tags? 
Get in touch with our support team 

Sealed Tag

PVC Tag



Expanding 
the Touch point
If you need to cover a wider area, there are a number of 

formats you can place your NFC tags in, however there 

are two we recommend.

Though the adjacent looks like it aught to create dead zones, the effec�ve 

range and size of the handset vs the tags means that this is the safest 

layout. What it does avoid, is conflicts and double receiving from catching 

two tags at once. Though this won’t fundamentally stop the content from 

working, it’s a sub-op�mal experience for the consumer who will note 

down two interac�ons.

Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag

Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag

Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag Bullseye Tag

5mm 5mm

Looking for a custom tag size?
Get in touch with our support team 



Tag Placement
If using an NFC icon to dilineate the location of the 

tag, ensure that you use a reverse print to 

guarantee the location of the print on the reverse.

Adding a target print to the back of your artwork is preferable if 

you have a small to mid volume of print to work through. This 

ensures that the manual task of applying the s�cker is done in a 

way that is consistently accurate.

We also recommend an addi�onal Q&A session tapping each 

unit to ensure both that the tag was applied in the correct place, 

and that the appropriate content has been assigned to the 

correct physical product.






